Primary motor cortex alterations in a compound heterozygous form of Unverricht-Lundborg disease (EPM1).
Unverricht-Lundborg disease (EPM1) is the most common form of progressive myoclonus epilepsies. The genetic background is a homozygous dodecamer repeat extension mutation in the cystatin B (CSTB) gene. However, mutations occurring in a compound heterozygous form with the expansion mutation have also been reported. In Finland, we have found five EPM1 patients compound heterozygous for the dodecamer repeat expansion and the c.202C>T mutation in the CSTB gene (chEPM1). There are no previous clinical or neurophysiological studies on these patients. Thus, we aimed to characterize possible functional alterations in primary motor cortical areas. Five chEPM1 patients were compared with homozygous patients and healthy controls. All patients underwent a clinical evaluation to characterize the severity of the symptoms. Navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to study cortical excitability by determining the motor thresholds (MT), silent periods (SP) and motor evoked potential (MEP) characteristics. Continuous electroencephalography (EEG) was recorded during the measurements. Voxel-based MRI morphometry (VBM) was used to study differences in gray matter volume. The chEPM1 patients exhibited an inhibitory cortical tonus reflected as elevated MTs and prolonged SPs. EEG showed spontaneous focal epileptiform activity in centro-temporal and parietal areas in addition to more widespread and generalized discharges. VBM revealed loss of gray matter volume in primary motor cortical areas and thalami. The chEPM1 patients exhibited functional and structural changes in primary motor cortical areas. The functional changes are more profound as compared to homozygous patients, suggesting a neurophysiological background for the more severe clinical symptoms.